


ANALYSIS AND CREATION OF 
THE 27 ELLANIA COSMIC 

SYMBOLS  
OF 

 

αω 
ALPHA & OMEGA              

 

 

α (Alpha), β (Beta), γ (Gamma), δ (Delta) , ε (Epsilon), ζ 
(Zeta), η (Eta), θ (Theta), ι (Iota), ; (Omicron Iota), [ (Pi 
Omicron Iota), ] (Digamma), κ (Kappa), λ (Lambda), μ (Mu), ν 
(Nu), ξ (Xi), ο (Omicron), π (Pi), ρ (Rho), σ (Sigma),  
τ (Tau), υ (Upsilon), φ (Phi), χ (Chi), ψ (Psi), ω (OMEGA) 
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Before the beginning of the analysis and breakdown of our Sacred 
Ellania Texts – “EPICS”, we will need to do an introduction explaining 
some basic principles regarding the geometrising* of the codes. This 
is because we will be seeing a lot of geometrising throughout the 
analyses of these Sacred Texts. In this way, all Ellene people will 
understand how to geometrise the meanings, how the final code 
arithmetical results come about, and what they affirm for every 
meaning that is geometrised in the texts. 

Note: At the end, you will find a Glossary of Terms, explaining the words that 
have an asterisk. 

 

The symbols of our Ellania Ethereal Script* αω ALPHA ΟΜΕGΑ are 
27 and include the following:   
 

 α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, η, θ, ι, ;, [, ], κ, λ, μ, 

 ν, ξ, ο, π, ρ, σ, τ, υ, φ, χ, ψ, ω  
 
Geometrising a word, meaning or code name means that we get all of 
the symbols (letters) that create the specific word, and we geometrise 
each symbol with its relative geometrical and sacred code arithmos*. 
By adding all of the code arithmoi, we get a final cumulative and 
numerical result, which enables us to decode what the result means 
each time. 

And so, the symbols of our Ellania Ethereal Script of αω ALPHA 
OMEGA, each have a geometrised code arithmos, which results in the 
following way:  
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α ALPHA: The total and cumulative result of the sides 
of the symbol gives us its code number. So for α, we 
add the following: 

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 = 28  

 

This is its official code. And the summation of 28 gives us 2 + 8 = 10 = 
1 + 0 = 1 ONE, a wholeness-unit. 

 

ω OMEGA: The exact same applies for OMEGA,  

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 = 28 = 2 + 8 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 
1 ONE, a wholeness-unit 

 

 
 

These specific sides of the two symbols αω, and their arithmetical 
codes, are used to create every other symbol of our script. Every 
symbol will acquire its own arithmetical and mathematical code in 
accordance with the numbered sides of αω that it will use. Each 
symbol takes as many sides as it needs and in order of use. 
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NOTE  

The symbols α & ω are the universal symbols of ALPHA and OMEGA, 
while the symbols Α & Ω are regarded as the Alpha and Omega 
symbols of the Human. Both Α and Ω have their respective 
arithmetical cosmic code-results that derive from the same process 
analysed above. 

 

The Α symbol uses the sides 1 and 2, which meet at their end points. 
Lastly, it uses the side 4 that connects the sides 1 and 2, creating the 
Α. Therefore, we have: 1 + 2 + 4 = 7 SEVEN. 

 

The Ω symbol uses the side 6 six times, the side 4 twice and the side 
1 once. Therefore, we have: 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 4 + 4 + 1 = 45 = 4 + 
5 = 9 NINE. 
 

Also note that when we perform geometrical analyses of the codes, 
we almost always use the Ethereal Symbols that belong to ALPHA & 
OMEGA, which are α and ω. 
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G L O S S A R Y  o f  T E R M S  
 

Arithmos and Number: (Arithmoi = plural). 
Arithmoi are the following: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. Arithmos means the rhythm 
(rithmos “ΡΥΘΜΟΣ”) of the ALPHA entities. 
This is because Arithmos «Α-ρυθμοσ» starts 
with the symbol “A”. The ALPHA entities give 
the rhythm and regulate «ρυθμιζουν» the 
entire creation of αω and all creations within 
it. Numbers or numerals (Noumera in Greek) 
are considered the numbers after 13 and 
onwards. Noumera means Mera/Meri = 
“Parts” of the Nou = Nous/Mind. Noumera 
(numbers) is plural, while Noumero (number) 
is singular.  

Following is a general description of the first 
nine arithmoi: Unit 1 or ι: It represents the unit 
of creation. Additionally, The Absolute Unit 1 is 
the Beginning and the creator of Everything. 
Zero 0 or O (wholeness): It is formed by The 
Absolute Unit 1 or ι, when it curves itself and 
joins its two endpoints. 2: One of the code 
names of the 13th, OMEGA. 3: It represents a 
triad acting as a whole unit. 4: Another code 
name of the 13th, OMEGA. 5: Is the sacred code 
of “The Divine”, “Synthesis” and the security 
forces of Ellania Creation.  6: It represents the 
IOTA creation. 7: It represents the seven-level 
Ellania creation and the 7th plane and level of 
DIAS. 8: It represents Infinity. 9: It represents 
the 9 “NEW” (En Nea) Ellania creation. 

Code Names: «κΩδικΑ ονομΑτΑ». The 
code names refer to names such as the 
Olympians, Deities, Heroes and more. 
These names have etymological meanings 
and are not by chance. Every symbol in a 
code name has a deeper cosmic meaning 
which is found through the processes of 
geometrising and summation. Artemis 
Sorras proves this within the various texts 
he has brought to light with infinite 
analyses and breakdowns.  

Ellania Ethereal Script of ALPHA OMEGA αω: 
«ελλΑΝΙΑ ΑΙΘΕΡΙΚΗ ΓΡΑΦΗ του αω» 
(pron. Ellania Aitheriki Grafi tou αω ). This is 
our Ellania Script of 27 Ellania true and unique 
cosmic symbols. Each of these symbols 
symbolises various cosmic energies and forces 
that unite and synthesise to make up all IOTA 
creations including the Ellene human being. 
These symbols of the cosmos, even though we 
only see them as letters, are actually highly 
intelligent forces above our level of 
comprehension but are all innate within us. All 
symbols originate from the ALPHA α entities 
and the Supreme Being of Light, the 13th, 
OMEGA ω. 

Ellanios/Ellene vs. Hellene/Greek: The 2 terms 
Hellene and Greek are deviously used as 
modern terms the last few centuries. The true 
and correct terms throughout antiquity are 
Ellanios and Ellene «ελλΑνιοσ &	 ελλην». 
Moreover, the correct term for Hellas/Greece 
is Ellas «ελλΑΣ». In essence, Ellene = “He who 
is made up of the Eternal Light” & “He who will 
ascend to the Eternal Light”. Ellanios 
«ελλΑνιοσ» is also used quite frequently 
throughout these Sacred Ellania Texts. It has a 
very sacred meaning connecting the Ellene to 
his creators and the cosmos, which is his origin. 
Both terms Ellanio and Ellania also appear 
depending on the noun that follows. It is 
important to know that all humans are Ellenes 
and likewise, all Ellenes are humans. This is not 
a distinction between race. It is the code name 
of Humanity as a unit. 

Geometrise (Geometrical Development and 
Analysis): «γεΩμετρηση». Geometrical 
development is the process of applying 
geometry to our cosmic-symbols, which 
synthesise a word and its cosmic-meaning. This 
occurs due to the geometrical shape and 
composition of the cosmic-symbols. 
Consequently, this creational geometrical 
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process leads us to arithmetical cosmic code-
results that give us answers regarding creation. 

Sacred: «ιεροσ». (pron. Ieros). The true 
meaning of “Sacred” is stable, firm, solid, 
everlasting and strong. It has no relation to 
dogmas or priesthoods. This means that 
everything mentioned as sacred, including our 
Sacred Ellania Texts, are everlasting, true and 
firm foundations of knowledge. 

Summation: This refers to the repeating 
addition of numbers. For example, the 
summation of 432 is 4 + 3 + 2 = 9. The process 
of summation is associated with the 
geometrical development that occurs 
frequently within our Sacred Ellania Texts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


